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About This Game

Take control of shovel-master Fagus the grave robber extraordinaire in this third person stealth action-adventure. It's a curious
blend of whimsical English comedy and grim Dickensian horror made by a two-man team dedicated to fun, addictive gameplay.

Key Features

18 Dickensian graveyards

5 ghost types with individual AI

1 unlockable bonus graveyard

and a gravel-voiced grave robber
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let me starT out by saying that this game had some of the most unforgiving puzzels i've ever experienced, actually at one point
requiring me to take out my smartphone and take a few pictures of the screen (you'll know which one i'm talking about).

nevertheless, i beat it. the ending is sad and reminds me of a movie, (the whole story would've been great as a movie). the scares
are usually legit but there were a few false alarms. the atmosphere was wonderful, managing to be horrifying at some parts and
serene at others, all while maintaining that underlying level of how disturbing this world really is.

i beat it, but im worried that i missed something because towards the end is a "choice" but im almost too tired right now to go
back and check it out. i'd recommend it, especially if its on sale, as it was creative and the story was pretty interesting (EVEN
THOUGH THERE ARE SOME QUESTIONS LEFT UNANSWERED). As a big fan of the legend of the Minotaur and of
graphical styles similar to this game (minimalist, cel-shaded, etc...) I had high hopes for this game. Unfortunately, it's can
become boring quickly. I'm sure it picks up as you discover things (at long last) but navigating bland, repetitive corridors trying
to find your way through the labyrinth can get old quickly. If the game were streamlined a little more from beat to beat, or if the
gameplay were a little more complex it might be more worth your time. I'm glad to see developers presenting the story, but the
delivery of the overarcing story could be better suited to a different style of game, perhaps.... Really great product honestly i just
tested my ps3 drum set on it and it responds really well. The sound is good, and i can even use multiple drumsets for more
drums and have a full set. Great way to save 1600 dollars on a drum set and keep space in your apartment!. This game deserves
to be hyped! I'm really not exaggerating when I say - and I said it before when I was playing Radium - that this game is more
than a worthy 'replacement' for Super Meat Boy! I went for 3 points (A+ in SMB ;) on all levels and can say that the overall
difficulty level is at least close to the same as in Super Meat Boy. Patience & carefulness is needed a lot of the time, but the
tractor beams are capable of accelerating the ball very quickly, so be extra careful and focused and use your tapping skills;
spikes & saws are all at the place! I think that the Pareto principle maybe goes up here (nice progression in difficulty): the 20%
hardest levels = 80% of the amount of deaths and vice versa.
What also made this game more challenging than the predecessor Radium, is the fact that many levels are lengthy and require
repetition.

Repetition or not, the game never bored me, not even 1 level did. If you feel, while you're at it, this game might get repetitive,
play more! To me it looks, but more, feels like Super Meat Boy, but it's still very original and nicely inspired and I sensed the
passion; most of the levels are unique, well-designed and nice to look at. The difficulty level is what I'm looking for, as it takes
care you're really being tested; how are your nerves today? How's your breathing? How well can you concentrate? How patient
are you? Can you stand the pressure? No kidding when I say, applicants should play this game, so that companies can determine
at least some weaknesses and strengths, be it the moment though.

Anyway, a game should be rewarding, and this one definitely is! Adding to that, some nice leaderboards (TBF) in which the one
and only developer jaekkl is ranked as well, I can only recommend this game, that has a nice soundtrack to it!

9.5\/10 Would like to see how many times Radium Boy died ;-). Cool concepts overshadowed by the boring gameplay. Most of
the time you just wait for the RNG gods to deliver you some enjoyment.. Let me be fully sincere: I bought Unmechanical
because it looked a lot like a game I loved, which is Machinarium. And even though such a comparison falls short, I enjoyed it
as much as the latter. But what is it all about? Unmechanical is a physics-puzzle game, which means your missions are mostly
related to lifting some stones here, dropping some stones there. Good news is that the puzzles are really well-crafted, diverse and
entertaining. The game's level design is terrific, and the gameplay is praiseworthy: both keybord and joystick work fine. Perhaps
the storyline was the only thing that needed some improvement: we don't know who we are or why we are where we are; and the
ending was also a letdown because it came too abruptly. In short, Unmechanical is a great puzzle game and could've been a
classic if it had a better character developement.. Was hoping this to be related in some way to the fantastic but old dogfigher
game where you fly in the house and fight with toys.

The game lacks polish. The UI (menus, dialogs, controls) are aweful. There is no way to control or change the settings while in
the tutorial. If I need to invert the axes or change mouse sensitivity I have to quit and restart the tutorial. Enabling realistic flight
mode made the plane move like a snake. absolutely out of control. May be the controls are better with xbox controller, but the
lack of polish everywhere makes me doubt that. For 2.99 it is probably a very good game for a young kid. But for any serious
players its waste of money and slot on steam.. The track layout is superb and the one scenario I've so far completed is excellent.
However it's only my personal opinion but the scenery is quite basic and falls below the standard of current route releases. Still
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worth 15 quid though.
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good game except when bad. Sparkle 2 has been my fav game on my Nokia808 for ages and definitely the best ball popper
around and one of the best mobile games in my opinion. I have maxed it out many times.

I was curious what the PC version can offer. Well, it is fun. Absolutely recommended. The game pumps out some unrealisticly
high FPS and I enjoy the higher resolution, many details are revealed of its nice design that are sort of hidden on the Nokia's
360p screen.

On your balls, get set, go!. Dont want to keep paying $15 every month. a game you do nothing but press "enter" the story is
weak and confunsing and it has nothing to do in it. i'm trying to understand de "extended" part cause is really a game full of
nothing, i'm glad i bought at sale. Little, dorky, cheap, and good. I like it well enough. It's easy to pick up and put down.
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